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Education:

Northern Kentucky University
Graduated: 5/2013
Degree: BA Studio Arts
Major: Applied Photography
Concentration: Journalism

Professional Experience

Ronny Salerno Photography | 08/09 - Present | Owner
- Maintaining a freelance business that delivers photographic, multimedia and edito-
rial content to a variety of clients.

Cincinnati Business Courier | 8/09 - Present | Freelance Photographer 
- Photographing subjects for stories in a weekly business news journal as needed.

Apple | 12/12 - Present | Specialist
- Overseeing inventory management processes in addition to maintaining the store’s 
receiving, shipping, loss prevention and visual standards.

QueenCityDiscovery.com | 10/07 - Present | Publisher
- Maintaining a website dedicated to documenting Cincinnati and the surrounding 
area through human interest and historic essays.

City Beat | 8/10 - 12/10 & 1/13 - 5/13 | Editorial Photography Intern
- Tasked with contacting, scheduling and photographing subjects for stories in a 
weekly arts & entertainment publication.

Interbrand | 1/12 - 8/12 | Commercial Photography Co-op
- Specialized in portraiture, brand identity and product photography. Worked closely 
with clients and staff to achieve visions and goals of projects while providing support 
to styling team.



Professional Experience

Kings Island Amusement Park | 04/05 - 10/12 | Area Supervisor
- Responsible for the supervision, development and safety of the department’s associ-
ate team while coordinating maintenance and guest relation situations.
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Skills & Accomplishments

� Fluent with both Canon and Nikon camera systems.
� Experienced with Speedotron and ProFoto lighting systems.
� Familiar with multimedia editing in Soundslides, iMovie (IOS & OSX) & Final Cut.
� Proficient with Adobe editing software such as Photoshop, Lightroom, Bridge and 
InDesign.
� Ability to work efficiently in a deadline oriented environment while demonstrating 
excellent communication skills.
� Firm understanding of social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and Tumblr.
� Leads groups, delegates responsibly and analyzes strategies while openly receiving 
and sharing feedback to achieve goals.
� Work has been featured in several publications and television outlets including ABC 
World News with Diane Sawyer and NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams.
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Jeff Tilford 
Multimedia Specialist, Interbrand 
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Cameron Knight 
Media Director/Chief Photo Editor, City Beat 
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